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Chapter 251 Don’t Want to Admit Defea 

"I still want to talk to the person in charge." Arya still did not want to just let it go. 

Raul looked at Arya meaningfully. It had to be said that she could still be so persistent at this time. It was 

indeed impossible to refuse. 

"Okay. I will go and communicate with them again." 

Raul was very efficient, but not everyone could ask for Johnson's contact information. He spent almost 

two hours to finally get in touch with the person in charge. 

"You don't have much time. Take it easy." 

He handed the phone to Arya. 

Arya took the phone firmly and seriously. "Hello, Mr. Johnson. I'm Arya. I'm sorry to disturb you so late." 

"Hello, what is it?" 

"I am very bold to ask you. Do I really not have a chance to get the contract of the spokesperson of UNIC 

this time?” She continued. "Actually, I am very willing to study and work hard. I hope you can consider it 

again." 

Johnson was stunned. 

He had already given the order. It was impossible that they had not informed her at this time, unless 

something had happened during the negotiation. 

However, at this moment, he suddenly wanted to hear her opinion. 

"This..." 

His voice was slightly hesitant. Arya immediately cleverly took over the words, "I know that perhaps I 

still have a lot of room for improvement in my reputation, but when I see UNIC, I will think of myself. 

This brand's ideology let me see what perseverance and conviction are. I am also confident that I can 

become an outstanding spokesperson." 

Johnson smiled slightly and had the same feeling in his heart. 

This opportunity seemed to be prepared for Arya by God. Other than her, no one else was suitable for it. 

been announced. The final candidate for the UNIC spokesperson is you. I'm 

the contract at the headquarters 

Arya was stunned. 

Did she succeed? 

you are very special. Your manager is also very special. If it wasn't for his words, 

hope the cooperation goes smoothly. See you 



"See you tomorrow!" 

confused after she gave the phone 

the result. Luna clapped her hands and said, "Great. 

asked 

than him, who else would claim 

had the ability, we wouldn't have to worry 

"Who is it?" 

has other work to do, so he should show 

you guys there tomorrow." Raul left in a hurry. If he continued speaking, he was afraid that he would 

not 

relieved to be able to get this endorsement. She really liked UNIC's corporate culture. Sometimes, it was 

the happiest thing to be able to endorse something 

the first possible moment, but according to the time difference, he should be resting 

she did not expect Allen to send 

have good 

not asleep, Arya quickly made a video call and looked at him 

adjusted his sitting position. Indeed, he was 

"Allen, I 

when she worked hard to fight for it would the joy of success make her 

for her because he knew Arya would definitely like it. Everything he did was for her 

it would be great if 

and sleepy. After talking for a while she fell asleep with the phone in her 

face on the screen and revealed a loving smile. He also wanted to hug her at this moment and give her a 

firm and warm hug. But the problem of cooperation with the YN Corporation had not been solved. 

the room next to Arya, tossing and turning restlessly. When she saw Arya and Allen being 

time, Martin 

Chapter 252 Face to Face Rejection 

Arya sighed, "You were sick after accompanying me to the hospital. If Martin knew about this, he would 

blame me!" 



She deliberately made this joke to make Luna feel energized. Furthermore, Luna's little thoughts were 

written all over her face. She did not need to guess at all. 

"Or, I might as well call Martin over." 

"Arya, stop messing around. Martin is very busy with the big boss!" Luna covered her face with her hand 

and said. 

"Oh, looks like you guys have always been in close contact. Otherwise, how do you know he is very 

busy?" 

"I was just guessing randomly. Let's quickly leave." Luna wrapped her coat and opened the door. 

Arya did not say anything. She just took out her phone naturally and sent a message to Martin, "Luna 

caught a cold last night." 

Martin looked at these seven words and was lost. Last night when he called Luna, she was still fine. Why 

did she catch a cold now? 

Did she catch a cold before she called him and wanted to tell him that she was very uncomfortable... or? 

Arya could only say this. Even if she wanted to help Luna and Martin get together, the person involved 

must first understand each other's feelings. Sometimes, when the observer says too much, it will 

backfire. 

Arya just got off the car with Raul and Luna when she saw Vanessa also came with her manager. 

What was going on? 

They all knew very well that this brand, 'UNIC', only wanted a spokesperson this time! 

In other words, between them, there was bound to be one person who would lose. But why were they 

all here now? 

Vanessa's assistant coughed. She received a call from Mr. Johnson's assistant, so this endorsement must 

be Vanessa's! 

it. Some people have played many tricks behind their backs, so you should know 

at Vanessa's manager indifferently, but she did 

walked into the 

already waiting at the front desk on the first floor because she had been in contact with Arya on the 

phone. Seeing that it was almost time, she dialed 

call, "Hello? Mr. Johnson's assistant? We 

could Arya and 

immediately went up to greet them with a smile. She said to Arya, "I was planning to go out to welcome 

you. Please come upstairs with me. Mr. Johnson is 

time, Vanessa and Vanessa's manager were 



immediately said, "Our Vanessa is the spokesperson chosen 

them and said with a smile, "Mr. Johnson asked me to inform 

manager took out her phone and said, "The 

immediately took out the information and looked at it. Only then did she find the problem! Immediately 

apologized, "Sorry, I got the 

spokesperson that UNIC wants? Could it be Arya?" 

and 

elevator button and said to Arya, "Let's go up. Don't 

walked around Vanessa and the others and brought Luna 

trap for Vanessa, so she dragged Vanessa 

very helpless. She did not know how to end it. It seemed like she was going to 

so persistent. He said lightly, "If you can't win someone else's money, then don't fight 

a third-rate female star who doesn't have any strength at all, then I have 

Raul ignored them. 

this situation, Vanessa's appearance would only 

he could not help but feel a little awkward. He apologized to her and her manager, "Miss Vanessa, it was 

indeed our mistake that made you make a 

was Arya?" 

and asked his assistant to 

Chapter 253 Except For Him, Who Else Could It Be? 

Vanessa felt like there was a fire burning in her throat. She really wanted to refute Johnson's words. But 

she could not think of any evidence that could be used to fight back! 

She had debuted from the talent show hosted by the Skywings and relied on her background and the 

resources of the Skywings to reach this day step by step. She had never relied on her own strength. Any 

artiste who had her resources could become a celebrity. 

However, Arya was different. 

How many people would be able to come back from the entertainment industry after experiencing the 

storm she had gone through? 

Vanessa was well aware of the game rules in this industry. If it were her, she would not be able to do the 

same as Arya. 

"Now we need to talk about proper business. Please go back." Johnson said in a deep voice. 



Vanessa still maintained her arrogant look. Her red lips were slightly raised. "We will meet again." 

She would win against Arya! 

When she brought her manager away from the UNIC headquarters, her manager was indignant, "Who 

does she think she is? She dares to snatch the resources that Skywings wants. Shameless!" 

"Alright, do you still think that you are not ashamed enough?" Vanessa knew in her heart that what 

Johnson said was right. She had indeed lost. 

"I am worried about you. If you do not get this endorsement, how will you explain it to the company 

when you go back?" The manager was having a headache as he fiddled with his phone. "It's not a big 

deal to lose to Dahua, but your opponent is Arya. She is just an actress who has just signed a contract. If 

word gets out, you will be laughed at!" 

"It's a foregone conclusion. What do you want me to do?" 

"No! As long as she doesn't complete the contract, you won't lose! At most, everyone will be tied." The 

manager said in a low voice. 

Vanessa stopped and looked at the manager beside her, “Is there any way to stop her now? Arya is not 

someone who will obediently withdraw after you threaten her with a few words." 

"That may not be the case. I heard that Dahua has never revealed the identity of her manager. Perhaps 

they do not value her at all? I will go back and check. There will definitely be a turning point!" 

and got into the car 

position, losing to Arya was indeed too embarrassing. Furthermore, 

already expected everything. He was sitting in President of Dahua's office, but he was able to 

UNIC, 

the spokesperson of 

had already lost before he could find 

Skywings contacted Vanessa directly and asked her 

opinion, it was impossible 

even more furious. He felt that the Dahua was deliberately looking for trouble and purposely let Arya, 

who had just returned, snatch 

been speared 

paparazzi and reporters would keep an eye on her. So they had to give up their original plan and pray 

that Arya could 

was any problem, she 

not find out Arya's manager identity!" Vanessa's manager was very distressed. He had already used all 

the connections in the 



helplessly, "Looks like she found a 

hesitate to 

point, Vanessa was sure. She could not snatch the endorsement this 

The manager replied indignantly. 

more curious about Arya's manager identity. Who exactly could play 

for the Dahua to have such a powerful manager. The strange thing was, what did the higher-ups think? 

They 

that they were going 

other side, Arya was also considering 

it. This agent may be mysterious, but his methods are swift and decisive. It seemed like he was right 

beside her and knew her feelings and movements at all times. If it was just Raul passing 

that this person knew her 

for him, who else could 

recalled that Allen had mentioned it before, but she did not take it to heart at the time. It seemed like 

Chapter 254 Overloaded Filming 

Arya sat up from the bed, "I don't know..." 

"Then can you guess the identity of the manager? I feel like you already know! Could it be that he 

secretly contacted you?" Luna suddenly felt that Arya's performance today was especially calm. She 

moved closer and asked curiously. 

“I roughly guessed." Arya picked up the hot kettle and poured a cup of hot water for Luna. Now that the 

two of them were left overseas, of course they had to take care of each other. 

Otherwise, she was afraid that Martin would blame her after returning to the country. 

"Who is it?" 

"Who do you think Allen will send to be my manager?" Arya put the cup of water into Luna's hand, 

"Drink more hot water!" 

Luna frowned and held the hot water while pondering, "Who must have outstanding public relations 

and coordination ability!" 

"Furthermore, he must have a lot of connections in the entertainment industry. With special foresight, 

he will be able to foresee your future development path!" 

Luna thought about it one by one... 

"So, what's the answer?" Arya smiled and looked at her. 

Luna took a deep breath and said three words, "He himself!" 



Arya nodded in agreement. This was the only answer she could think of. Other than him, no one else 

could satisfy all of these requirements. 

Luna was stunned as she picked up the cup of water. But because she had just reacted, she choked on it. 

She coughed violently but was very excited, "This is a shocking news. The big boss actually became your 

manager personally!" 

"No wonder even Raul did not dare to tell us his identity!" 

jump up, "Hmm, he also 

really be the best thing. It was just that she always felt that Dahua's official duties were 

did not want to see him fall down 

From now on, I can really rest assured!" Luna said with emotion, "In the entire entertainment circle, no 

one except you can make him 

this news were to spread, there would probably be another storm in the 

was the only treasure in the world. He could not bear to let others be 

her in his hands and love her 

Arya bitterly shook her head, "I don't want 

to spend time with 

heard this and blinked her eyes. She could understand Arya's thoughts at this moment. After she got 

excited, she put away her smile, "But you also have to believe in him. Since the 

think so much. What you need the most right now is an agent who can protect you. The boss is so 

outstanding in all 

reason why the endorsement of UNIC was successfully obtained this time is 

that he is the best agent candidate. If you are worried about his health, you can let 

words made Arya fall 

best manager in the world. She 

the start of the UNIC commercial shoot, Arya did not have 

all her strength and energy to face this 

same frame as her, after five consecutive hours of filming, her 

holding the food and water, anxiously waiting 

could not be stopped because of anyone. Everyone had to endure 

Luna could only do the logistical work well. 



the shooting. If someone made a mistake, it would cause everyone to start over again... This 

imperceptibly increased the difficulty of filming and 

the water to her, "Are you okay? Do you want 

long as it could temporarily alleviate Arya's exhaustion, 

Chapter 255 Can You Return My Husband to Me? 

Under everyone's shocked gaze, Allen walked towards the cameraman and staff, "The contract clearly 

states that Arya's working hours are four hours. Your actions have already violated the contract." 

The cameraman was stunned. 

Indeed, in order to catch up with the progress, they forced the actors and models to overload the 

filming. 

But no one objected! 

Therefore, the cameraman was not afraid of Allen's words at all. "Everyone is taking pictures. It's not like 

she is working overtime alone." 

"I don't care about the other artistes, but Arya can't work like this. I want to follow the contract." Allen 

turned around and walked towards Arya. He gently helped her up. "Let's go." 

Arya nodded, but when she was about to move, her ankle hurt so much that she could not stand 

steadily. She could only rely on Allen's strength to barely stand up. 

Looks like she needs to rest for a bit before she can... 

Allen directly carried her and pushed open the door of the shooting site and walked out. 

The cameraman asked from behind, "Who the hell are you to take her away at the studio!" 

Arya only brought an assistant and a few bodyguards when the shooting started in the morning. They 

had never seen this man before. 

"Her manager!" 

Luna was holding a cup of water and clothes at the back and smiled complacently. This was good. Arya 

had someone to protect her! 

They bullied Allen Jones's wife and he saw it on the spot. It was already giving them face that he did not 

explode on the spot. It seemed that Allen was indeed paying attention to the situation here at all times. 

Although he was not at the scene when the contract was signed, he noticed every details. 

Arya was carried into the car by him. Seeing his cold face, she reached out and pulled his suit jacket, 

"Manager?" 

Allen saw that she was extremely tired and could not get angry, but he still replied in a low voice, "Yes, 

Miss Morrison." 

home, he would never call her 



now belonged to him. Of course, 

that the filming is over, Manager Jones should 

he heard her words. He really could not lose his temper at 

directly brought Arya into the room and 

other's existence and warmth, he let go of his 

When he saw that she had lost a lot of weight due to 

take care of 

gently and leaned her head 

not by your side, then why did you tie up by 

have gone too 

"I really almost 

know you will come to save me, just like my 

she did, as 

had no way of dealing with her. He 

use his actions to prove that he would not let anyone bully 

to get off the stage, but it will also affect my relationship with UNIC. No one can predict what 

I can only bear with it 

to it. Can you let him get off work first 

"You think I'm angry? Other than you, who else would I 

course not for anyone 

head into his 

After taking her 

anything, call me anytime." As he helped cover Arya with 

heard him, "Aren't you going to share a 

schedule now, Miss Morrison." Allen smiled and turned off 

his footsteps as he left. The corner of her mouth rose and she fell 

was at nine in the morning but she woke up at six o'clock and asked Luna 

Chapter 256 Explosive Scandal 



Even when the makeup artist was putting on makeup, he carefully observed Allen's expression a few 

times. 

This cold and arrogant man only showed a gentle smile when he faced Arya. His care and concern was 

only given to her alone in front of other strangers. In front of strangers, he was definitely a king that 

could not be approached. 

A man that could only be looked up to. 

"Could he really be Arya's manager?" 

"I think his looks are more suitable to be a celebrity!" 

"Do you guys think he has a girlfriend? Can I ask for his phone number?" 

The surrounding staff whispered to each other. Some of them even wanted to talk to him, ask for phone 

number or other contact information. Before they could say anything, Allen had already responded to 

them with a cold look. 

Luna stood by the side and was extremely happy. With big boss here, no one dared to look down on 

Arya anymore. 

During Arya's filming process, Allen also took the time to pick up a few phone calls and settle some daily 

work. When the day's work was about to end, UNIC's Johnson and a few other executives came to the 

filming site to inquire about the progress. 

As soon as they walked in, they were attracted by Allen who was sitting in the rest area. 

They did not invite male models for this commercial shoot... 

"That is?" Johnson asked his assistant. He felt that he had seen this person somewhere before. 

This kind of temperament and appearance was not something that could be seen in ordinary occasions. 

"He is the president of Dahua Group, Mr. Allen Jones." The assistant answered in a low voice. 

Johnson nodded. The next second, however, he remembered the call he received that changed his mind. 

It was from President of Dahua's office. 

Could it be... 

He didn't dare to neglect it. He immediately went forward and greeted Allen. "Hello, Director Jones." 

"Hello, Mr. Johnson." 

for Arya?" 

need you to take 

is very outstanding!" Johnson was not stingy with his praise and 

the woman who was preparing in front of the camera and said, "Unfortunately, after she overworked 

yesterday, she was not in a good condition 



understood what Allen 

This kind of situation will not happen again. UNIC will guarantee that she will have a very 

nod and let out a sigh of relief. It was 

to have any background, she was probably the only person in the circle who could let Allen to 

could have this honor 

future, this female celebrity's 

entire Dahua was her 

Jones has any plans for 

wonder if Mr. Johnson would mind if I bring my girlfriend to the banquet?" Allen answered with a smile. 

His gaze 

immediately 

incident changed the arrangement for 

The famous female star Serena Hicks was exposed to live 

even 

took photos of Serena being sent to the 

circle. When Arya saw the news, she immediately remembered what Serena 

"Don't publicize your relationship!" 

could something like this suddenly happen to 

background of the other party was rather chaotic. There were even reporters 

and beautiful star be together with such 

a countermeasure, but because this news was too explosive, it still caused quite a 

on Arya, saying that the Brokerage Agency that she signed with would be 

"Nonsense!" 

she 

sofa at the side and was worried about Serena's situation. After experiencing this kind of thing, she must 

be very 

Chapter 257 Her Fear 

Arya was very angry when she heard this. 

As a celebrity, Serena had already done everything she could. 



"You have already worked very hard." 

It was that man's methods were too despicable! 

She clenched her phone tightly. Compared to Daniel's shamelessness, this man was even more 

despicable! 

"Thank you for listening to me. After I say it, I feel much more comfortable." 

Arya did not know why Serena was willing to tell her this. Perhaps it was because they had a common 

language and had some sympathy for each other. 

"I will leave the Dahua. I do not want to involve innocent people. I know that the news affected you. I 

have really reached a dead end." 

"No, there will definitely be a chance. The Dahua will not give up on you, so you cannot give up on 

yourself!" 

Arya was afraid that she would do something stupid, so she tried her best to persuade her, "I have 

encountered all kinds of rumors before, but I still met Allen. I believe that as long as you can endure this 

period of time, you will definitely be able to start your life again." 

"Don't give up..." 

Serena hung up the phone lightly and did not leave any reply. 

dark and her mood was especially depressed. This circle was filled with plots and schemes that made 

a daze. He walked over and saw her pale face. He immediately 

at Allen's face and reached out to hug 

the person who betrayed her was the man she 

the source of her fear. He immediately held her face 

his gentleness and closed her 

kiss lasted for a 

"Is it better now?" 

let go of Arya 

replied and 

there was a bond between them. Allen would 

a plan. They will 

betrayed the company would get what they deserved. There was still hope 

work in peace, so she guaranteed that she wouldn't let her 



rubbed Arya's hair and did not say anything else. He immediately went back to work. He wanted to 

finish his work as soon as possible 

She just 

look up at Allen's serious face. 

Arya had to go back to her room to rest. 

"Don't go." 

looked 

"I am the president..." 

Chapter 258 When There Is No Way to Retrea 

As Serena's scandal became more and more intense, even if the Dahua made a response, it would not 

be able to stop the other party from throwing out the real photos one after another. The big star who 

used to be proud of the entire entertainment industry actually had such a lowly side... 

For a moment, everyone was shocked by this matter. Serena's reputation and social status had fallen 

drastically. 

Because the situation had developed rapidly, even the Dahua had been affected. 

Raul's public relations strategy was to let Serena tell the truth. Only if she bravely stood out and told 

everyone that she was the victim of the entire matter, this way could the outside world change their 

views. 

However, with Serena’s current condition, she could not stand out and accuse the man she loved 

deeply. She had hidden her broken heart in the deepest part. This kind of injury could not be healed so 

quickly. 

Skin injuries could be treated with medicine, but the heart injuries could only be slowly recovered. 

Raul could not empathize with Serena’s current pain. This feeling of being betrayed by someone was 

enough for another person to collapse. 

And this kind of thing happened to Arya before. She understood and felt even more regretful. 

Arya told Raul her thoughts. That night, Raul found Serena. 

The assistant helped Serena clean up the messy house while Raul quietly observed from the side. He 

wanted to see how that man had personally destroyed this dazzling movie star. 

years. 

here..." Serena leaned on the sofa and said weakly. Even her 

front of her and looked at her messy clothes and unkempt hair. From head to toe, he could not see the 

said that 



we are already friends." Serena looked 

sat on the sofa and looked at the huge black and white photo hanging on the 

her win against 

they were feeling anxious. Even you would have left France to maintain your pride. I'm ready to bring 

her back to 

she did not give up. Instead, she wanted 

said to Johnson on the phone. If I were 

listened to Raul 

heart and was trying 

up the bottle of wine and gulped 

more than anyone else, so don't let your 

wine bottle dejectedly. She was very 

withdrawal won’t protect your family. Instead, it will make everyone worry for you. It will make those 

people talk about you behind 

Chapter 259 Appear at the Airport Together 

Arya also knew this news in the shortest time. She was still filming but suddenly felt a new kind of 

power. So during the final shooting, she performed exceptionally well. 

That kind of grace and charm was incomparable, her limelight directly overshadowed the other stars. 

In addition to her exceptionally impactful performance, it was unforgettable. 

After all the filming ended, she pulled Allen back happily. "Let's go back!" 

"Don't you want to rest for a while?" Allen asked. 

"I want to go back and cheer for her." 

Allen could not argue with her and immediately booked a flight back to China. After bidding farewell to 

Johnson, he brought Arya and Luna to the airport. 

This time, it was very different from usual. 

They would appear at the airport openly and would not hide from reporters anymore. They did not need 

to take two separate flights. 

Allen saw Arya looking around subconsciously and said in a low voice, "Why do you look so nervous? 

This kind of photo doesn't look good." 

"We..." 

wanted to say something but stopped. She looked at the man in front of 



for us to be together." Allen reached out and pulled her closer to 

at the 

and let Allen and Luna walk 

not afraid of 

out it was Arya and Allen, the fans screamed. They took the initiative to run over and ask Arya to 

a smile, "Because we have been working 

again, "Then can I ask Director Jones to sign 

were not many opportunities to 

Arya calmly put on 

took the pen and signed his name. Then he looked at Arya with his 

The fans left happily. 

and said, "It's better 

could not be concealed, it was better to 

on the plane in front and back. 

the airport together was the most ordinary and rare 

of the journey, Mr. 

ceremony, as a 

Chapter 260 Why Don’t I Kill Him and Myself? 

These discussions made Arya feel that it was very funny. 

When celebrities were famous, they claimed that they were true fans. Once there were any rumors, 

they would immediately turn into anti-fanss. 

In the eyes of these people, celebrities should always be perfect. If there was a single flaw, it would be 

ruthlessly criticized by them, erasing all of this person's previous efforts. 

This seemingly bright and beautiful circle was actually the darkest one in the world. 

Celebrities, it was just a topic of conversation after the meal... 

All of their hard work and sweat can't compare to an anonymous thread posted online. 

What a sad reality. 

Arya sighed and sat in the car, leaning against Allen. She would only feel at ease if she touched him. 

Allen sensed her feelings and held her in his arms. He used his warmth to comfort Arya's nervous heart, 

"We will be home soon. You rest first." 



"Allen, do you want to go back to the company to deal with the news?" 

"After the video conference, we have a plan. Raul will handle it. I don't need to do anything." The 

despicable means of Skywings were not worth his time. 

"Then... can I go and see Serena? I'm worried about her." 

Allen nodded and arranged for Martin to secretly send Arya there. Martin would bring Arya back in 

perfect condition without attracting the attention of the media. 

Serena’s apartment was surrounded by reporters from three floors outside and three floors inside. 

There was no way she could go in. Arya could only go upstairs through the cargo elevator on the other 

side and meet Serena on the rooftop. 

Ten minutes later, Serena walked up to the rooftop wearing a black trench coat, sunglasses, and a hat. 

Arya looked back and saw that she wrapped herself so tightly. She immediately realized something and 

walked over to take off Serena’s sunglasses. Sure enough... her eyes and forehead were all bruised. 

hit her 

Where else are you injured? I'll take 

scumbag doesn't deserve 

eyes and bitterly smiled, "I want to completely end it with him, but he did not finish listening to me and 

beat 

know what to 

her head and tears 

satisfied. He wants me to gather 100 million for him within three days or else he will post all my photos 

that he secretly took 

not know what to 

I go kill him and then kill 

the ground in pain 

and asked in a low voice, "Tell me, how 

accident, the driver escaped and was never caught. So 

not checked?" Arya 

but there is no result. No one believes what 

could not sit and wait for death, and 

organize all the evidence in 

let that scumbag regret treating you like this! Letting him repent for everything he has done, no matter 

how dirty he is, it has nothing to do with you 



but as long as you get through this, you will still 

looked up and saw Arya's 

for my life and make him 

together with that man. She should let him completely repent and she could 

a certain point of view, you and Director Jones are really similar. You are as 

cliff. The reason why I can have today is 

are together, I will always believe 

helped Serena stand up and helped her take off her sunglasses and hat, "I will, 

time. Raul arranged a press conference. 

prepared to go 

going to the press conference. We should go to the hospital!" Arya pulled her back, "Since we want the 

truth, we need solid evidence to let all the fans and female friends 

understood 


